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May 21, 2019

Financial assistance: 
It’s about relationship

A brief and incomplete history of 
financial assistance in private schools

• 1628: 1st US private school (Collegiate School, Manhattan, NY) 
founded

• [Scholarships offered at some point]

• 1963: NAIS founded

• 1968: NAIS “gained ownership of School Scholarship Service,” which 
later became School and Student Service for Financial Aid (SSS)

[NAIS’ change in language reflects schools’ shift from scholarships, 
financial aid, tuition assistance, financial assistance, indexed tuition…]

• 2017: NAIS sold SSS to Education Brands (now Community Brands)
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We just need to know which students and 
families are receiving financial assistance.

… Right?

Who’s receiving financial assistance?

• Is an incomplete data point (only about the families receiving financial
assistance from your school)

• That shapes how you see those families and the rest of the families,
which is not necessarily how they see themselves

• Which can help you to target accommodation to those students and
families you’ve identified

• While leaving other students and families in your blindspot

• And failing to change school systems and culture to be 
more equitable and inclusive 
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Financial assistance, relationally

Institutional

InterpersonalCommunity

Essential questions

• What’s your personal – professional 
experience with financial assistance?         

• What’s your school community’s culture and 
relationship to financial assistance? 

• How does FA function and integrate with 
other school operations and systems?
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Working agreements

•Confidentiality
“What’s said here, stays here. What’s learned here, leaves” 

(SHS, Atherton).
Sustain safety, so that we can get growthfully uncomfortable. 

• “Yes, and…”

•Make this useful
“Look for learning” (Fakequity, 2017).
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A brief and incomplete history of 
financial assistance in private schools

• 1628: 1st US private school (Collegiate School, Manhattan, NY) 
founded

• [Scholarships offered at some point]

• 1963: NAIS founded

• 1968: NAIS “gained ownership of School Scholarship Service,” which 
later became School and Student Service for Financial Aid (SSS)

[NAIS’ change in language reflects schools’ shift from scholarships, 
financial aid, tuition assistance, financial assistance, indexed tuition…]

• 2017: NAIS sold SSS to Education Brands (now Community Brands)

So what: observations, reflections and wonderings?
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Pair share

• What’s your experience with FA?

o In your own education (scholarships, 
loans, grants, work study…)? 

o In your family/community (including your 
own kids if you have them, other 
relatives, friends…)?

• How does/may your experience with FA 
impact how you do your FA work?

• Don’t fall into the “you only know if you are” 
trap [see US politicians]

All working class? Don’t believe the hype
(Carnes, The Cash Ceiling, 2018)
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If you “haven’t been there yourself,” 
how can you practice FA effectively?

• Own what you have and haven’t experienced, and what you can and 
can’t empathize with. Even if you have personal FA experience, that 
doesn’t mean you’ve had every family’s experience.

• Habituate considering 4-6 possibilities instead of stereotyping.

• Do your homework and stay up to date with the FA process 
experience (the application and what happens after).

• Formatively assess: What’s your strength in FA work? And where’s 
your growth edge? 

A survey of FA professionals 
(NAIS, 2016)

• 49% of FA practitioners have received FA themselves at some point in 
their education journey.

• At least 51% have not done a FA application themselves.

• 80% of employees either accepted the FA job as part of another job 
or were asked to take it on. Only 12% actively sought the FA job.

• About 70% of FA practitioners agreed that they need more training.

• What’s the FA diversity of your admissions team?

• What FA diversity is vital for your team? 
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The SE and class exclusion in higher ed

“Anecdotal and qualitative evidence suggests that there are few faculty 
members from lower-SES backgrounds and that they struggle intensely 
with feelings of isolation, lack of belongingness and generally feeling 
like misfits (e.g., Dews & Law, 1995; Ryan & Sackrey, 1984; Case, 2017). 
However, as the landscape of higher education changes, the visibility 
and voice of individuals from lower-SES backgrounds becomes ever 
more difficult but ever more important” (Pickering, APA, 2018).
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How is financial assistance practiced and lived?
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• FA is calculated based on tuition, or calculated based on a more 
inclusive cost of participation.

• FA process (where to go, what to do, whom to ask for help) is 
centralized, or FA process varies depending on the expense.

• Who is receiving FA is private, although educators and families            
still profile and deduce.

• FA program is publicly named mainly for fundraising.

• The amounts and experiences of receiving FA vary widely.

• … 
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Cultural ideas about FA?

When you consider the practice of FA at your school:

• What are some beliefs about financial assistance? Note: there’s what a 
group believes they believe, what they believe but wouldn’t necessarily say 
out loud, and what they may believe that they don’t even want to admit to 
themselves (Dostoyevsky).

• What, if any, stigma or additional burden is associated with financial 
assistance?

• What are some misconceptions about FA that may perpetuate stereotypes
and stigma?

• What are some facts about FA at your school that may perpetuate 
stereotypes and stigma?
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What do your school’s FA practices indicate 
about institutional class identity and culture?

How could that culture be more inclusive    
and equitable for all families?
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Setting culture
• Articulate and be ambassadors for the reciprocity of FA: not just the one-

way transaction of noblesse oblige, charity or what the school does 
for/gives to families.
• Build your lexicon, practice and growth mindset about talking about 

money, socioeconomic status and class identity and culture.
• Help build, practice and normalize clear, accurate language about your 

financially diverse community; and address language, beliefs and attitudes 
that perpetuate biases and stereotypes about who people are because of 
what they have.
• Proactively surface financial, socioeconomic and class norms and 

expectations that you can reasonably anticipate to normalize talking about 
money at your school. 
• Inform and educate the whole school community about some FA basics.
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Got FA vision, philosophy and mission?

• Vision: What your school/organization and community aspire to be. 
Vision guides long-term goals and strategy.

• Philosophy: What your community believes about FA, including 
whom FA serves. Philosophy explains what FA means in this
community, and why it’s vital.

• Mission: What your school/organization is actually doing.             
Mission should be clearly stated and specific enough that            
current and potential community members understand                              
what’s happening programmatically. 
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A FA vision and philosophy statement should:

 Establish mission-vitality

 Ground your institutional commitment in research

 Define “financial assistance,” “equity” and other vital terminology

 Establish whom this policy impacts

 Educate community by directly addressing normative misinformation, 
misunderstandings and prejudices. 

 Provide high-level guidance for where you’re heading and setting 
strategic goals to get there
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Thank you

Alison Park

alison@rethinkingdiversity.com

415.847.9087
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